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People in all walks of life, especially those whose jobS entail high
degrees of responsibility and accountability, experience daily battles with
potentially detrimental job Stress. Teachers do riot, have a monopoly on
work-related stress, but theirS is a speciarcase.
In publishing this inioramtion analysis product, the ERIC Clearinghouse
on Teacher Education is fulfilling an obligation to assist classroom ,
practioners with the prOblems they face. This monograph is not-intended as an
all-enadapaSsing treatise on the topic of stress.. It is a practical guide for
identifying and managing those stressors that are the specific domain of the
individualexercise, diet, sleep, interpersonal relations, time-k-apd conflict
management, andrelaxation. To set the stage; the authors briefly discuss
:specific causes of teacher stress and research'on stress in, general They
include -numerous activities and techniques for teachers to use in exploring
the stressors in their" work (and personal) lives.
_
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collects, evaluates, abstracts, and indexes_. educational literature, much or
which is unavailable from other sources. Document literature ;includes project
descriptions, curriculum guides; instructional materials, conference, speeches,
and many other kinds of nonjournal articles and papers.
Readers are invited and encouraged to comment on this monograph and to
submit related documents to the Clearinghouse for possible inclusion in. the
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As teachers and administrators, we' hav4 lOng recognized tt& signifidance
of ttdents'remotional,derelopment anctseIf-esteemon learning and pehaVior,
but :only recently have we acknowledged the. importance of the affective side of
a teacher's work life on instruction and physidal health.
Our involvement-in helping teachers and administrators prevent and man
stress and itb adverse side effect--bUrnout--began in 1977. . As classroom.,,
teachers in metropolitan Detroit,J-Imich., we observed the "feeling" Partof a
teacher's-job was not discusSed at.facullmy meetings or' inservice proirams.
ftwever, many teachers seemed to benegatively affected by their,work, and the
common symptoms of this dissatisfaction were excesSive'fatigue, apathy toward
school iMprOvementoand physical tensions that "often led to . 'illness. The
sense of joy,-enthuslasm, and hope with which they had-once,approached their,
Students was slipping away, and with increasing regularity the teachers we' saw
were overheard laMenting their :choice of career and pondering the causes of
their stress.
In November 1977, the first author offered a'session on teacher stress. at
a large scale inservice training program,(Sparks 1,979).. Altnpugh the 1,500
participants could choose from 20 different workShops, more than 150 of'them.
crewed into his,session on stress. Many more were turned away because there,
Was no more space. Obviously having captured the interest of classroom
teachers, this two-hour Meeting pt.ovided-an initial opportunity for the
Participants to vent feelings of frustration, powerleSsness, and despair about
-

their work.
We learned much from this brief inservice, session, including the results
from a random sample of,(50,teachers asked to complete a "Job Satisfaction
Questionnaire." Althodghgthey had biased views regarding this topic, theiresponses revealed depth to their feelings. -Forty-five percent'of the semple
group said
if they could choose their career: over, they would not choose
teaching; and 70 percent indiibated that they always or frequently left school
physically or emot onally exhausted. On a positive note, 89 percent of the

tespondents peTceiyaliJthemselvesasbeingpersonally involved in their work
The teachers' enthusiastic reSiSonse to...the first workshop has led to more
refined and syspematic strategies to address their problem of stress.
Workshop activitid's have been designed'eo assist educators in identifying the.
sources of their distress and in planning effective stress management
programs. We have presented' wgrksho
on this topie to thousands of'teachers;
administrators, and othel.b, including secretaries and bits drivers, throughout.
the,Mnited States -during the past three years.
In this monograph, we present to you the things we have learned rom our
experiences in these workshops-. We intend for the monograph to serve as a
useful guide, for an educator who wants to ..explore the effects of stress on
his or her life.
In the followiqg pagps you will read about the causes and
consequences of stress and also be exposed to practical stress management
techniques.
Although the monograph is written for use by the individual
.

teacher, 'it may also be deed by' small groups of three to six coil agues who
study its contents collectively and provide actual- support.

"From perssnal experience, we know that the management and .0revention of

aucational stress and burnout are difficult tasks that may require changes in
ife style?_ acquipition of new skills, or confrontations with streSS-prodacing
nstituttohs. dp magical panacea exists; change requires perseverance and
Patience from the individual, and, support from family, friends, and
Flowever,jthe benefits for you, the teacher, \ may 'include a
reclamation of the satisfactions that acborrpany teaching young people and
Colleagues.

shaping their lives.
Stress and burnout affect not only mental and physical health, but also
erformance. If the energy and enthusiasm, a teach r brings to the classroom
nflOence learning, then students certai4y require and deserve the attention
f teachers who are not distraoted and demoralized by the symptoms of stress
nd burnout.

We wish you success as ybu engage in your struggle with stre

Tl

CAUSES OF STRESS.,;;AND 'BURNOUT

Case History. Ron B., haa taught high school mathematics- for-the
He..has been assigned- remedial as-well as advanced
Past ?3 years.
courses for ninth- through twelfth graders. Although Ron' hashad his
good and bad days, he nonetheless has received satisfaction.frori
'application.
knowing that the skills he taught would have
Jlowever,,_in the last four orfive years, he noticed that he was
losing enthuSiasm for -his work.
Students- seemed different from
those e-he remembered, when he began teaChing; they seemed less

lifelong

motivated to learn and created-more behavioral problems in the-,, classroom and the school.
When Ron calls parents to report
problems or= missing tothework, he receives verbal shrugs
("I don't know.what to do, with him either.") or overt, hostility

Ron ,
("It's your job, to get h-er to do homework, not mine.").
daydream's about ratirement, but he still ha 15 or 20 more years o
teaching.
He frequently complains_ of feelirTg powerless and tr pped.

e ementary school teacher for fiv
Case History. Paula O.
rofessional who never wanted
years, is a skilled,
Because of reductions in
anything else with her life- but teach.
force in a declining enrollmen school district, Paula has received
pink slips each spring since she began teaching. Each time, she was
called' back to her job in la,te August, but usually to a new- school
or grade. The resentment and betrayal she felt about the
reassignments and her career uncertainties derotralized her to the
degree that' her, apathy -showed in, the classroom.
Paula cares deep
about children arid wants to give them her best; but she saw that her
students were being shortchanged. She deeided to look for a new

coetent

creer outside of education.
Case History. After four sucpessfui years as a junior high teadber,
Stephanie K.- began a three-year assignment with emotionally impaired
Stephanie Knew., that her job was
special education .students.
important,. but she often wondered if her efforts would lead to a
lasting changes for her seventh graders. She found her time
consumed by frequent meetings and mountains of paperwork, and she
felt anger at the negative attitudes of some educators toward
mainstreamed special educatibn students. Although Stephanie is a
talented teacher, she received little recognition from students,
parents, or her rincpal . She, too, is ready to tackle a position
with new challen es, but the knows that few jobs are., available in
Stephanie feels herself
her school district or geographic. area
drained .emotionally and pk sically, but does not know what to do.

Teaching is a-difficult -task.under the nest -of circumstances, but few'
educators work under optfmal conditions. Legislative demandsforaccountability, widespread criticism of-public education, mainstreaming,
diSeipline problems, and reductions in force due to declining enrollments -are
but a few of the forces.that ele negatively affecting the moraleand -job
satisfaction-of.thousands of American. teachers.'
The terms "teacher stress" andw"burnout".describe the harmful emotional
and physical consequences of the strong pressures on contemtmrary.classroom
teachers. Teacner stress is a frequent topic at professional conferences, and
articles discussing the problem have-appeared in neWINapers, popular --periodicals,-and eddhational journals. -Botnthe-NatiOnal Education
Association and the American,Federation of Teachers have identified
stress/burnout as a priority. Willard MOuire, president of thejlational
EditcatiOnAssociation, lamented that-burnout "...has already stricken
thousandsJof sensitive, thoughtful, and dedicated teachersteachers who are
abandoning the profession. Additional thousands may join their peers, for
they fear-for their physical and mental health"-(1979,
5).
This section describes some of the prominent causes of _stress and
burnout. It offers a benchmark against which teachers can compare the
stressors that affect their jon satisfactIon,_and it proVides a framewor;k for
the discuSsion of stress prevention and manaigment by the individual.

Research About Stress and Balnpue
Perhaps the most frequently cited research or teacher stress was
conduc -ted 'by the ChicagoTeachers Union (1978).
In this study, more than
22,000 surveys were. sent to certified teachers who were union members;
approximately 5,000 responses were received-and used for data analysis.
Of
the responding teachers, 56% had suffered' Physical illness that they related

to stress on the job, and 26% attributed a mental illness to-stress on the
job.
The analysi of the job-related stress factors for these teachers showed
that concerns-f
psychological weir-being and physical safety superseded
pedagogical' iss /(-es.
The top five stressqrs were invqluntary transferral,
managing disruptive children, notice of unsatisfactory`-performance, threats of
personal'injury, and overcrowded. classrooms, The Chicago teachers perceived
themselves as-suffering the ill effects of stress, 'and identified specific
elements of their work.that were eontributin
the problem.
A-similar study ("Disruptive Students Cause Teacher Stress" 1980) was
conducted by the New York State United Teachers,. an affiliate ofiithe-American
Federation of Teachers. In this atudy, urban elementary teachers reported tht
highest degreeofiptress of all groups surveyed, and urbad teachers at all
levels experienced more stress than did-their-suburban and_r'ural tounterparts.
The survey also showed that teacher's in the 31+40 age group perceived
themselves as having the greatest stress. The five most stressful situations
for the surveyed New York . teachers were managing disruptive children, lack of

*Stress and tairnout affect administrators as well as teachers. Although this
monograph focOses primarily on claSsroom teachers, the concepts and teChniques
described have potential meaning for ;all members pf the educational community,
including students.,

.

administrative support, maintaining

Self-cOntrol when angry,- overcrowded
classrooms, and the opening week of school.
In September 1976, Instructor magazinl- Published a questionnaire on
teacher health and invited responses from its 366,000 readers, (Lands=nn1978).
More, than 9,060 teachers completed thequestionnaire (Respondents are
assUme-d to tier mostly elemehtary teachers, as Instructor's content focuses' on
that level).
It was round that 844 of the respondents believed there were
health hazards in teaching, and 75% reported that at least some of the work
days they lost to%illness were' related 'to stress or tension. These teachers
indicated that stress was a major force affecting their health. Stressors
they cited-included large- class size, lack of teaching Materials; inctras-ing
discipline jrobleths, public pressures en teachers, and diffiQUlty in accepting
tha, -there are limits to 1,4hat Schooling ca i achieve.
The Newark Teadher Center (New Jersey) surveyed its district teachers and
eottpd that approximately 75% of the respondents reported teaching to be
moderately streisful,- with,41% indicating that their jobs' were ,very or
extremely stressful (Newark Teacher Center. Newsletter 1979). These urban
teaChers said that the most stressful parts of their work had to do with
student characteristics, such as poor attitudes toward school work,, low
motivation, and' behavior problems.
Data gathered by the National Education Association also poinl, to majo
sources of teacher, stress (McGuire 1979). The NEgis' 1979 nationwide teacher
opinion p0,11 revealed that approiimately ape teacher eta of 20 was physically_
attacked by students on'schos>1 prpperty during the 1978-79 school year. This
figure- represents a 57% increase in assa-ults against teachers 'compared with
the 1977-78 school year. -About a. fourth, of
respondents said that their
personal property was damaged at scifool piring the 1978-79 school year.
A Detroit Free Press stuIy of 263 frandomly selected Detroit public school
teachers found that almost half of the Surveyed teachers had been threatened
with violence while at school and about one out of four had been .assaulted by
Students, parents, or school 'intruders- (June 29, 1980).,
School administrators also face harmful stress in their work. In an
Oregbn study -off` superintendents, central office staff; and principals
( "Stressors that Boost Your Blood Pressure" 1979), it was found that found`
the top 10 -stressors were related to time pressures or,the use of time. The
five most bothersome situations were
complying with state, federal, and
organizational rule& and olicies; participating in meetings that "take up too
much time'is- trying to complete reports and other paperwork on times trying-to
gain public approval and/or financial supkvort, for school programs; -and trying
to resolve parent/school conflicts.
Recent research at the University of Michigan (CoOke and Kornbluh 1980
conTared teachers' quality of work_life with that of 2,000 workers of al;
;kinds who were -included in the university's *Institute of Social'Research 1977
Quality of Employment Survey. .The sample population included 200 southeastern
Michigan teachers from 25 schools. .It was found that teachers were more than
twice as-likely as' other workers nationally Co report job-related illnesses.Teachers listed several major sources of dissatisfaction, including health and
-safety hazards (personal attack, risk of catching diseases from students,
etc.), unpleasant work environment (inadequate furniture, poor ventilation,
etc.), ,desire for-additional fringe benefits, inadequate resources, and poor
job security and mobility. Otter findingS from this study are also of
interest.
teachers were found to be less satisfied-with their jobs
than were workers from all categories included in the national sample.
.

6e

First,

,

Second, teachers were more dissatisfied compared to college graduatesHin other
professions. Third, job satisfaction among teachers, varied from- school taschoal; the quality, of work life, was higher in-schools_with good .communication
and.ehared decision-making between-teachers and adminisCrators.

Generalizations About Stness.and Burnout
There is no typical burned-out teacher.

trees and burnout affect
Because each
teacher is a unique.human being, it is impossible to list all the.occurrences
that cauge,harmful stress.
ffid, because teaohers are .peoples too, dirficulties,
in their personal. lives May affect t)le stamina and emotional energy they bring
to their classrooms. From. the authors'-experidKces in workshops and.
one-to-one .conversations with teacherS,*the faloWing generalization_ s-about
job-relatetress
have been drawn.
d_D
/

teaherat all levels in rural, suburbak, and urbamscheols.

.Poor witty relationships.: Teachers frequentlyecomplain of no
-being listened to or respected by 'Students, pagents1 administrators, and
Calleagdes. Teachers also resent being forced-to teach a curriculUm or
' execute poliaies when they do not feel significantly involved in the
decision-taking procesSes that LOadto the currieulum'or policy. IA add.ition,
teachers are stressbd by the large number of interriersonal ,relationships that
they encounter in'a typical workday. When these relationships are emotionally
charged a. mistake in handling a situation may have disastrous implications
a' teacher has only seconds to decide how to ,.manage a d' ruptive student
Who o-might beesme violent).' Commonly, teadhera'go home feeli
that they do
not want to siplve a problem, resolvea confltct, or even carry on an extended
conversation. They are simply overwhelmed bi--near workday.
2.
Sense of isolation.; Teackers spends;most of their warkday.isol ed'
with stbdehts,in classrooms-.
Theregs iittle or no opportunity-for
constructive,. supportive discussions with- colleagues-regarding teaching
prOblems or Job-related feelings. The.hrief moments,thatt, teachers do have
together lend themselves readily -=to superficialecomplaints about students,
administration, or the school beard. .Repetiti.ouS compl4ening can be Stressful
in itself, and it
to rtinforce teachers' feelings of hopelessness about
their situations,

Feelings of powerlessness and responsibifity, Teachers often feel
They may have little or no control over the choice of textbooks or
the availability of instructionak,materials; their schools may have inadequate
libraries and poorly. heated or ventilated-classrooms; and they also perceive
that they have little influence over some raptors that are related directlyAo
instruction,, including unreasonably large clas5'siies, diSruptive students,
and loo wide'a range of abilities within classes.. They frequently are
frustrated by students' negative attitudes 'toward school and learning, poor
work habit's, and arresponsible behavior. Another element'or helplesSness-isthe sense of inadequacy that some teachers-experience because they have not
been, trained
manage effettively the day-to-day problems Of their.
assignments e.g., emotionally unpaired and. learning disabled students'
children reading several years,
grade level, etc.).
These 'events or circumstances alone do'not produce stress or burnout in3.

powerless':

,

teachers.
Rather, it is a sense of responsibility for-these sittions
For
coupled with the feeling of powerlessness that produces harmful stress.
example, a teacher may Teel tense tot knowing tow to help a particular student
in ciasA. .Possibly the teacher thinks, n1 should know what to'do to make
Another teacher with a similar student may believe that
things;. better."
"there is -nothi.ng I or anyone else can do to improve the situation."
Theoreticallyf,- both teachers- have. equal poWer, but the' first teacher is likely
bre stress. Thy ---latterte.aoherdoes not -perceive that he or she has
to fe
any ` options or perSona-1 responsibility.
Powerlessness by itself- sloes not produce tension and stress. Feelings of
failure, and hopelessness' often result. frog unrealistic goals or working
against the 'grain of a situation. To cope with burnout, some- teachers

(perhaps unconsciously} have decreased 'their sense of caring about stuants
They reject the responsibility. This emotional deadening is a
defense against what they perceive to be the unpleasant realities of teaching.
and

Teachers feel pulled hi different directions
4t
Role, Conflict.
internally 'by' the competing demands of students, parents, and administrato
some of whose expectations may be unreasonable and in conflict with one
another. Activities -that receive the support of a specific group might prove
L.-displeasing to another constituency, and teachers are caught in the middle of
For example, a junior high .principal -may ban gum chewfrig in the
the dispute.
school add order teachers to enforce the rule. Students rebel ay this edict,
Diligent
and many teachers consider the rule to be petty and unenforceable.
teachers may feel "damned if they do and damned if they don' -t."
Other important sources of potential conflict are found in the multiple
roles of a teacherProfessiorial person, spouse, parent. These various roles
compere for a teacher's6time, particularly if he or she is a perfectionist.
Teachers w'ant to perform well in the classroom, which means taking school work
home in the _evenings or on weekends. If they. are married and have. children,
they want to be lol!rit-Cg'husbandS or wives_and atteneive parents who spend
quality 'time with :their children. ,Usually, the-day has too few hours to do all
these things, and the result--is a perpetual:sense of time pressure and
Because teachers are generally caring , giv-ing people by tempet'rn
tension.
it is _easy for them to give until- they feel drained and resentful.
Time management problems. The time stressor is related closely to
the multiple-role conflict. Because, there are so many things to do every day,
time is a precious commodity. Sleep may be sacrificed so that papers can he
corrected, graduate classes and workshops attended, and household chores
completed. Personal interests that tend to alleviate stress, such as reading,
niusic, and exercise, often are. relegated to the lowest priority and ignored
because there is no leftover time or energy.
Time management aroblems are experienced in the classroom when numerov
demands are made on the limited instructional time that teachers hav_e
available. Teachers are expected to teach basic skills, address affective
concerns of, students, and meet the needs of_ mainstreamed 'and gifted children.
Although most teachers support-special services, th'e classroom tacher's work
is more difficult when students leave class for instrumental music,
counseling; and other programs. While public insistence for accountability
increases, the actual time available for instruction has dwindled in some
Teachers are caught in a bind.
cases.

6.
Life- changes and stages. Most people probably would agree that it is
'Moult to leave one's personal life out of the workplace, but this is
particularly true for teachers. The, entlWiasm, patience, and physical
taming that teachers bring to their studrhts are essential in-teaching, but
these characteristics can be significantly affected by events that occur
outside of school.
Common causes of stress and, burnout are life changes.' Basic research in
this area was conducted by Holmes and Rahe,(1967),'who found that physical
illness often was,preceded by the stress that accompanied major changes in a
person'S life. HOlmes and Rahe measured the effects of these life change
events, and,developed the "Social Readjustment Rating Scale" '(see table- 1).
Too much change, even positive change,' in too short a time can produce
harmful stress and physidal illness.- To illustrate, a score of less than 150
on the scale tndicates less than a 37% chance of illness within the next two
years. A score,of 150-300 points signifies a 51% likelihood of physical
disorder, and a score of more than 300 predicts an 80% chance of illness.
Teachers who are experiencing major life. change events (e.g., death of a
spouse, divorce, etc.), and those who accumulate numerous less traumatic
changes, may find the burdens and responsiblities of their work more difficult
to bear until they have had an opPortunity to adapt to their new life style.
'The=concept of life change events takes on special meaning for teacheri_
who are victims of reductions in force, school closings; involuntary
reassignments, etc. Although theseeVents are not recorded as such on the Social Readjustment Rating Scale, it is easy to understand the feelings of
frustration, betrayal, and insecurity the events often produce. The
cumulatiVe effects of these changes may take their toll on a teacher's mental
and physical health.
The notion of passages between life stages was popularized by Levinson.
(1978) and Sheehy (1976). They-illustrated how adults encounter predictable
life crises approximately every 7 to 10 years that may cause them to reexamine
their values,. goals, marriages, and careers.
Often these crises are minor
but at times they can be quite severe and produce considerable stress for the
person undergoing the transition. While some teachers experiencing this
turmoil find that they have less emotional and physical energy to bring to
their classrooms, others report that "work is my salvation" during these
difficult periods.
-.

.

'?,,,,.

7.
Institutional practices and policies. Procedures and policies of a
school and/or school district are coMmon sources of stress among teachers.
When communication is.inadequate and opportunities dd not exist for resolving
conflicts,and solving problems, teachers may feel chronically frustrated and
tense.
Unreasonable and illogical procedures can leave teachers feeling that
their abilities and time are being wasted. Certain structural characteristics

of schools (e.g.', top -dozen decision making, inadequate or poorly. timed

opportunities to meet with colleagues, etc.) are also likely to increase
teachers' sense of isolation and powerlessness. In addition, some policies
can have long-term implications for teachers. For example, relatively
arbitrary processes for layoff and recall due to reduction in force as
,specified in the union contract may cause teachersto believe that their
'careers and futures depend on the-capricious whims of a few remote and
uncaring individuals.

TABLE 1.-- SOCIAL READJUSTMENT RATING SCALE

Mean Value

Life_ Event

Death of spouse
Divorce
Marital sepaiation fromi'mate
Detention in jail or other.institution
Death of a close family member
6
Major .personal injury or illness
7. Marriage
8. Being fired at work
9. Marital reconciliation with mate
10.. Retirement from work
11. Mijor change i&health/behavior of family member
1

2.
3.
4.
5.

,

I

.

2. Pregnancy

'

100

73
65
63
63
53
50
47
45

45
44

40

.

13. Sexual difficulties
14. Gaining a new :family member
15. Major'businesa readjustmefit
16. Major change in financial state
17. Death of a close friend
18. Changing to a different 'line of work
lq. Major change' in the number of arguments with 'ispouse
20. Taking on a mortgage greater than $10,0 0
21. Foreclosure on a cbortgage or loan
22. Major change in respondhilities at work
23. Son or daughter: leaving home
24, In -law troubles
25. Qutstanding personal achieveMent
26. Wife beginning or ceasing work outside the hoi
27. Beginning, or ceasing formal schooling,
28. Major change. in living conditions
29. Revision of personal habits
30. Troubles with-the boss`
31. Major,change in working "hours or conditions
32. Change in residence
33. Changing to a new school
4. Major change in ,type and/or amount of recreation
.

39
39
39
38
37
36.

35
31
30
,29
:29

29
28
26
26
25
24

23
20
20
20
19

3-Z,1,,tlajor change in church activities

19

36. MINor change in social activities
37. Taletng on a mortgage or loan less than $10 0

17

38. Major', change in sleeping habits

16

18

,

39. plajorehange,in number of family get-togethers
40.- Major 'change in eating habits
41. VacatioP

42. Christma
43. Minor violations of the law

15,
15

13
12
11

Reprinted with permission froM Journal of _Pychosomatic Research,
11, T.H. Holmes and R.H. Rate, "The Social Readjustment Rating
Scale." Copyright 1967, Pergamon Press, Ltd.
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Public criticisms of teachers and schools. News.media often,
report on decliniNk S-olastic Aptitude Test:scores; functionally
raduates, and lickcf discipline in schools.. 4
illiterate high schoo
ily titled "Help! Teacher Can't Teach" (June 16,
Time magazine cover s:__
1900) described the problems of teacher illiteracy, the lowintelleatual
quality of.individuals enteringcollege-ofjp,education programs, and the
virtual baos that exists in'many.scbools:: The article's negative tone
left many competent teachers feeling misunderstood and unappreciated in
their Struggle in often h s Ile environments wit litt16 or no public
recognittbn Of their efforts and skills.'
The 1979 Gallup Poll of the Public's Attitudes TWMNI. the Public
'Schools .reported. that 23% of the respondents think the-main thing a
School has to do before it can receive an "A" rating is 41.1p1prove the
quality of teachers." Accordirig to the survey in the public's view- the
Mbst4,essential characteristic of an ideal school is that "teachers should
be well - qualified and should be required to peas state board examinations
The
before they are hired as well as-at regular intervals thereafter.
majority:Of teachers are no different from other. professionals in their
respect tor competent' performance. However, widespread publication of
these findingscontribute6 to teachers'idefensivenessabout their, work,
undermines: morale,'and,caues effective teachers tO seek, out new careers.8.

Summa

This chapter has reviewed some of the prominent causes of teacher
stress and burnout. HoWever, it is important to remember that this'list
of stress factors is- neither inclusive nor exhaustive, because there are
literally thousands of sources of stress in a teacher's personal and
professional life. -The following sections discuss the effectsof.st_
on the human body; and offer strategies to assist the individual in
developing greater self-understanding and clarity regarding stressors.
The importande of establishing a balanced perspective. toward teaching
also is emphasized.

.

FACTS ABOUT STRESS,

_

D ACTIVITIES TO DIAGNOSE IT

'Sti,ress is a serious, pervasive problem.

As Pelletier 'said, "Stress

and its tanifestatibns in psychosomatic disorders is the most evident
single faCtOr contributing to t ye 'afflictions of civilization" (1979,.
1a).
These "afflictions" i)POlude heart disease, cancer, arthritis,
d depreadT84.;.
A 1979 Harris survey found that -891 of Americans were
seeking "experiences that make you peaceful" ("Americans Search" 1979).
.Yet, Hans Selye, among the foremost researchers on stress, ;aid that
"stress is the spice,of life". (1976',

xv).

This chapter explores ttTese

seemingly contradictory points and offers strateies to identify
stressors and increase awareness of, their effects.

Stress Theory
Stress begins witt-i anviety--a disturbance arisin from some
lend af imbalaPee within us-, All of us, each, day, experience
some kint of threatening condition or disharmony.- This anxiety
leads to tension, fenSlOn is, a physical- reaction to anxiety.
When we are tense, nervous imp ulses cause' changes in our body.,
When' tension reaches a de6ree of intensity. that has -anja0verse
effect on the body, we are un er stress.
(Mllerl 1979, p. 8)

The -"imbalance". for teachers can be caused by the factors described
'chapter one, such as ,managing .disruptiVe children and poor plihility

reldtionships
THat.being the case, it would appear that pa one in education
can completely avoid the physical, tension "that. has an savereffect on the
body...." Observing, stress broadly, Selye pointed out not o_ ly that stress is
unavoidable, but also that its effects can be positive or ne ative:
No one can live without experiencing some degree, of stress all the
time.
You may think that only serious disease or intensive physical
or mental injury can cause stress. This is false.
Crossing a' busy
intersect&n, exposure to a draft, or even sheer joy are enough to
_...activate the body's, stress mechanism to some extent.
Stress is not
1 ecessa.rily baa for you; it is also the spice of life,j for any
emotion, any activity causes stress.... The same stress that makes.
irs4ii'm
one person sick can be an invigorating experience for another.
(1976, p. xv)
)

It may
eful for examine the body's physical reaction to stress, which
Kremer and Owen
occurs along the hypothalamus-pituitary-adreno-cortical axis.
outlined the process as follows:

Messaiessent from the nervous ,s step reah the hypothalamus and are
relayed to the pituitary 'and adrenal glands. This pituitary-adrenal'
axis pdmps into the bloodStream hermones that influence heart rate
and respiration,inhibit .visceral activity, and, in general, prOparel,
the body to cope with the peCceived detand. If there is alppropriAte,
action to be'taken by the individual, mobilization is eXpressedand
arousal-diminished. The individual is then able to rest and return
topre-ezposure levels. If, however, the extant mobilization is not
used to eopp in an adequately expressive way, .arousal and
preparedness continue in.thebody.
(1979, p.
\This internal mobilizatiOn has been called the "fight or Plight" response.
Natural .SelectIonl5rogrammed this reaction into the genes,of hUman beings, and
those who could quickly Orepare'themselves to fight or flee the many dangers
of primeval living survived to pass this capacity to their;--successors.
he
act of doing battle with
anirral ( stressor), or running from "it, allowed
for an immediate discharge of ti-e internal mobilization that had occurred.
However,, fight or flighL is usually an-inagproprtate response to stressors
.encountered .by classroom teachers,---and a residual state of preparedness or
physiological tension may lihger after the stressor is gone.
Selye (1976) considered the body's Ft4action to a stressor as an adaptive
response, because the body,tedsAowax.d internal stability, called
homeostasis. This "thermostat" regAlatea various physiologipal functions,
including, body temperature, Mood 'pressure, respiration', And heart rate.- When
faced with a'stressful stimulus, the body'reacts (alarm reaction), adjusts
(resistance stage.)', and finally succumbs if the stre8p eontihOes ( exhaustion)
Se-lye termed this three-stage adaptive prouss the "General Adaptation
.

Syndrome" (G.A.S,.)4

To illustrate the G.A.S., imagine a person being thrown suddenly into
cold water. There would be an-immediate sense or shock (alarm reaction),
followed quickly by internal adjustments that wo{ild allow the pody to maintain
itself in,Ithe water fora short time (resistance stage).
However, the body's
capacitY'''to, resist, the stressor is finite, and the person would tire .quickly
and soon die (exhaustion) if not removed from the water.. ACcording to Selye,
one's reservoir of adaptive energy is limited, and cannot always be completely
restored by rest. Each.stressor, depending on its intensity and duration,
takes away a certain amount of an organism's adaptative.capability.
The effects of the G.A.S. on teachers is illustrated in the following
A female high'school instructor is confronted bya hostile student
example.
demanding that a compdsition grade be changed. Within minutes'the student
becomes angry and the teacher begins to fear for her safety .(alarm reaction).

This potentially dangeroussituatioh brings on a fight or Wight respOnse; the
teacher's heart rate and respiratidn increase, adrena4in starts to fYow as she
considers the options, And her muscles tense_ throughout her body (resistance
-Stage). Unless she is physically attacked by the' student and forced to fight
or run, there will ben() qUilk,,natural way to diSsipale the physical arousal
that has occurred. The teacher may experience residual tension from this
If this kind of situation happens regularly, she may begin
event for hours.
to suffer the debilitating effects of atress, such as headaches, hypertension,
insomnia, and excessive fatigue (exhauation stage).
Selye's notion-of stress-as a pervasive aspect of living implies that
stress cannot be avoided, and that it(can be caused by pleasant stimuli (a
Selye
kiss) as well as unpleasant'experiences (an argument with'.a spouse ),.
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labeled the harmful physiological_oonsequences of adaptatipn as "distress,
and called the pleasant sesationsithat may accompany certain stressors
"eustress" (eu- is the Greek prefixl*aning'"godd."). Thus, a constant
struggle to manage an unruly class may raise a teacher's blood preSsure
(distress), while the deadline pressures{ of a term paper may moyate graduate
stuoderits- and increase their efficiency '(eustress'). The concept of eustress
helps explain Selye's belief t 'hat stress -can, be the "spide of life."
It is important to keep in mind that one person's distress may be nother
persorfrs eustress. PhySical factors,and learned responses or conditioning
determine whether an event is perceived as pleasant or unpleasant. ,,F6r
exaMple, the at of running five miles may be a satisfying stressor for a
well-crind-itioned runner, but this' same activity could, threaten the life of
someone who is unprepared for this vigoroUs activiity. '1L.ikewise, intexperson
conflict stimulates some. people, but is a souplilliv tremendous distress for
others. One 'teacher may thrive in a classrood---environment in Aich students
work independently at their own- paces on unique projects; another teacher may
find him- or herself perpetually tense, in this situation' because it seems
oriao tic and disorganized.

In addition, a,n event that is dis't essful at one time may be_perceived as
eustressful a -another or vice versa. For example, phy&ical exercise that at
first is experienced a distressful may become eustressful when the individual

'develops .endurgnee.-through practice; al o, teachers who are distre'Ssed by

discipline problems in class can learn knterpersonal'skillsto help them feel

more- competent in these inevitable si at ions. Human capacities that are not
stressed (have ho demands pliaced on IThem) will atrophy in the same way that
unusedjauseles gradually lose their strength and an unchallenged brain loses
its efficiency and power.
A usefUl analogy compares a person to a car, that is idling in neutral,
ed by a perpetual supply of ga'soline. After a wile, the c.ar's engine begins

to malfunction, misfire, and perhaps even stall (distress), because a car is
Quilt to be driven ,at various speeds to _ensure its smooth performance
(eustress). Damag.e to the car'- engine. is comparable to the G.A.S.. exhaustion
stage in a person, whose body is not ij tended t function for long periods of
time mobilized for fight or. flight. B'oth the c a-fad-the human are likely to

be damaged at-their "weakest ilinkS."
-The, weakestt-link varies -frog person to
depending on both genetic
makeup, and early, socialization. Some individuals experience- stress as a
headache or backache brought on' by .muscular tension; totherS play develop upper
respiratory infections, ulcers, hypertension, or asthma. The list of symptomS
V

seems as endless as the list of stressors.
.1
Regardless of its causes and effects, stress \can be controlled
individually to, a certain degree to prevent or retard serious illness. The
controllable ctors include diet, Sleep, exercise, and relaxation, among
other things but controlling these factors first requires self-understanding.
Self-Undef'standing

The goal of stress managementais not to eliminate the adaptive response,
but to determine and control individual- optimal stress levels. Due to
differences in genetic inheritance and learned responses, the intensity and
du Lion of a stimulus that will lead to stress will vary among individuals.
gee use self-awareneSs is so important in managing stress, the following

activities are suggested to assist you in understanding
and the personal meaning'they,hold.

Turtle

acehorse

re °ors in your life

ontinuum

ducators have reported,stresS due to time management
,

Because many
problems, the "Turtle /Racehorse ContintiuM"(Sparks in press) has been designed
to assist the individual 4x1 examining stress as it relate- to the pace of ,

I--;

Selye coined the terms "turtiesnd yracehorSes" to describe

livihg.

distinct approaches to the use of time (Cherry 1978). Turtles enjoy a
°peaceful; unhurried; tranq-ii life style, while racehorses thrive on
fast-Paceq, busy existence of dashing from one activity to another.
Racehorses
not enPerie_ce the tension that their . kind of life' stye might
produce in a turtle -and vice versa.
It is desirable that each person find` an.
match b
ptn
personality type .and pace of living.
Note,' value judgments shou A not be
'placed on:either of these terms; it is unfair to describe turtles as lazy and
racehorses as heart attack prone neurotics, Rather, people sho d appreciate
their unique styles and the styles of others and better unders
ho,.w the
-

peraoriel'etyle

.

pteracts With environment ,to 'produce stress.
The Turtle/Racehorse-ContinUum (figur'e-1) can help you illustrate the
relationship between your personality type and'your pace of work and personal
life. Few people are pure types;.4iost people)faliN. the continuum between
The pace/of'
the two extrtmesib, and no person remains fixed on the -continuum.
living. may accelerate to a lertain exteq, hefore it produces tension, and
decelerate' befo4 the lack of stimulation becomes stressful. For example,- an.
individual may be able subjectively to go as fast as an m8" and as slow as a
"4" before feeling stress. Within the 4 to 8 range the person will feel
relatively comfortable, but above and below these pdints the persph
exper4onces stress.

0

1

6

4

--

7

8

TURTLE

9

10

RACEHORSE
Figure 1.-- Turtle /Racehorse Continuum

Take,a moment anctmark "Xsuon the continuum4t your comfortable' high
(racehorae) and low (turtle) points. Remember, these points:only represent
your best guess at this moment.
You might perceive thqn differently at
another time. As the second peep in using the continuum, Circle the numbers'
that indicate the-pace of your work and personal life, both when itlnove'g ike
o
a racehorse and when it moves more like a turtle's speed. Yob now have
"Xs" and two "circles" on the continuum;
Discrepancies are common between the upper-and lower boundaries of the
work/personal life circles and the Xs that represent'a person's unique comfort
zone.
The areas between the Comfort zone Xs and the work/personal life
circles --the extremes that any person experiences at both ends of the
continuum-,are apt to cause undue 'stress.
Completion of the TUrtle/Racehorse Continuum
in itself, give a
°
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teacher insight into personal sources of'streps. 'At.times, a teacher
y take,.
on tore respOnsibilities at school and home than is wise; at other times, such
as the end of the semester and vacations, tension may be brought on by having
too little.to do.
/
Asking yourself the-following. questions may help you isolate some of yoyr
stress sources:
What 'specific events. seem to be, pushing-my life iii a
racehorse direction right now? Which of theta are related to my work? What
factors are contributing to the lack of stimuaation that I am experienCing?
Which parts- of Try work and personal life leave me .feeling bored and restless?
When I am aware of "pace -of life" tensions, over which aspects of-the
situation do I have control? Are there tension-producing responsibilities -(at
ho'me or work) to which I can say "no"? Will teaching a new unit or trying a
promising approach provide excitement in an otherwise dull day?The tdrtle/racehorse concept also can illustrate conflicts that arisein
the classroom or school regarding the use of time. For example, 'a racehorse
teacher may become -frustrated when turtle students
proceeding at a
racehorse. pace. -Likewise, a turtle teacher may -prefer a slow, methodical
approach to a lesson and, experience anger because some students' always "want
to get on with_it." Also, the- principal_may actin away that-is either
signifibantly slower or faster than the speed- desired by the faculty.
Although a number of CauseSTCanproduce each,of these- situations, an awareness
,of turtle /racehorse differences may raise the lerel of-tolerance:for different
rSbnality .factors in the use o
When the gap between individuals or
time.
roups is too large and provokes ongoing problems, it may be useful for the
persons involved -to -sit down together to- arrive atra mutually agreeable
sdhedule for the
mpletion of the task. The authors Suggest that students
and_teacherin the classroom, or Principal and teachers OHA faculty meetingi
might complete the Turtle/Racehorse Continuumi together to-learn-one'another's
.

.

.

.

habits and address time - related conflicts.

*

The-Turtle/Racehorse COntinuuM Serves-awa springboard foreConsidering
the-stressful relationship between home and career and for exploring the
personal balanbe of work and leiure.' Ebstressful,leiPUre activities _can
minimize the effects of distress' by renewing a teacher at the end of the
school dAy. However,-if recreationa4 time is approached-ina,driven,
- compulsive fashion, it is likely tp "contributeAo a-racehorse pace that
produces-distress in more turtle -like individualS. 'Leisure should energize
and inspire a person;
ouid not be a source of additional time pressures,

Stress__ Inventory

The Stress Inventory (Sparks and Ingram 1979). is designed to help the
individualdevelop a:more objective viewpointrregarding stressors-.
Distress
often interferes with the ability to think-clearly about the'sources pf
stress,* Because-accurate self-assessment must precede. action,. the faulty
thinking and distorted perceptions produced by stress can block the
fofrmulatiorrof effective stress management. When complaints are vague and
poorly defined (--'-'I-just don't feel like teaching anymore"), it is impossible

to take appropriate,steps directed at specific stressors.
The following directions explain how to complete the Stress Inventory in
table 2.
First, list in the left colUmn specific distressful events or
circumstances-that relate to your work and personal life. Be honest and write
:down everything that comes tojnind. Be as specific asloossible in describing
.
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TABLE 2.--STRESS INVENTORY

is

.Distressful
Situation

olved?

Who is Involved?
A=Administrators
,B=goard of Education
C=Your own children
P=Parents

Degree of

How

Fre uent

_Control?

How Frequen

Degree of Control?

How Handled?

A=Always
O=Often

HC =13igh level of

A=Anger

S=Seldom,,,.

SC=Sorne control

H2Hurnor

control

, N=No control

M=Me

Ignore
Sr-Seeks

others'

support

Z=Pupils.
'SS=Support Sta
T=Other Teache
'H/W=Husband or

How Dealt
With?

D=Depress
_W=Worry

0=Other

e

(describe

0=Other (specify.
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a-situation e
1r8t-!the.disruptive student
my third hour class,"
rather ihan "th way kids are today ") , but do not necessarily write a
paragraph about each stressor. Key words to jog your memory later will
Suffice, Include minor stressors as well as major ones
After listing your stressors,.complege the codings in the various columns
to the right. These codes should help you see your stressors from a fresh
perspective. The codes for "Who is involved?" -and "How do you deal with
,it?" may have more than one answer per stressor (e.g.; a stressful event might
involve administratOrs, students, and parents).. In addition to the codings,
note with an asterisk (1) the stressors for which 'you have some- notion of what
..you might do to improve the situation. .Thenwrite the number 1 beside the
stressful event_for whidh you would most like to do something.
The final 'step in the process requires that you draw conclusions from
YoUr,data.' Examine your Stress Inventory for themes or patterns-in your
codings.
Do certain categories of people seem to be involved in your stress-.
more than otheLls? 'How often does the "me" coding occur? Do you have:mord or
less control ikthese situations than you expected? Do you tend to respond
stressful events in certain predictable ways such as anger, worry,,Orhumor?
After-scanning your stressors and codings, record your observations in
_

,

,

.

,

.

e form of:'I earned..;""I'was surprised at...," or "I was reminded
that.,.." statem nts. These sentence's represent y$ur objetiv
synthesis of
the data and often produce valuable pqrsOnal'ingight.P Typica --conOlus±ons..of
teachers include, "I leareed,,that I have more control, over my
tres than I

thought," and "I was surprised that so many of my stressorl Occur mu side of
school. -Work i- really my salvation:" 'TO .fUrthel- clarify your findings
discuss them wi h an empathetic:listener, who can ask probing questions, Or,
better yet, co
e.e th e Stress Inventbry with a. group of teaChers:and
together discus the meanings and implications of the various findings.
_

Success Satisfactions

and Personal

A large amount-ofstress for-teachers is caused by a continual
bombakment of negative messages from students, parents, the media; and from
colleagues in the educational community. Frequent criticisms can lower sperson's self-esteem and undermine the sense of professional competency.
Teachers often look to students and tie community for-support and
encburageMent, bud in many instances this supp-iSrt ddeiagt exist, nor is it
likely to be forthcoming., _Therefore,. it is extremely IMportantthat.teacherd
find ways to assist:And affirm each other in the school setting
This assistance begins with a_-.balanced- perspective on the teacher's work
and includes successes and strengths as well- as weaknesses and problems.
HoWever, societal myths make it difficult, to establish a realistic view of the
contributions of teachers. Most people have.been taught from an earlyage
that self-improveMent is best accomplished through constructive criticism from
oneself and others.
Although it is necessary to identify Improvement goals,
an exclusively, negative approach diminishes self-esteem and can interfere with
a teacher's performance in the classroom. Personal and professional growth
occurs as much by'building on successes and strengths as it does by narrowly
foclising on individual and institutional weaknesses.
A second myth is that thinking or speaking welt of oneself is synonymous
with conceit and, bragging, term k that accurately apply to statements that are
not supported by-evidence of the speaker's accomplishments or that show an
.

.
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excessive.
Unies8.teachers can v'erbs
thelr successes and
strengths: with colleagues, they are left vurnerable to the: overwhelming number
of negative comments 4bout education andteaphing-_
in a typical day, teachere:experience numerous successes and
,

satisfactions, but bAause they have been conditioned tofocus on mistakes and
weaknesses, they often leave school at theend o'f'the daywith,a negative,
stressful bias about:themselves an teaching: The Successes, Satisfac.tiorm,
and',Professional Strengths activity - described herq is intnded-to balance the'
negative-aspects of teaching with the positiVe by drawing attention to the
more eustressfulpirts of A tether's work. To hegin.,:on a:iheet of paper
write two headings: '"Suodesses and Satisfactions'! and "Professional'
Strengths" Under the first, list' all the job-related successes youilave
experienced lately.-,Jheseisuccesses may be long-term,( initiAting anewcoursein your school, inspiring an Unreachable-stud5i-l-t, etc..) or short -term

(explaining a difficult concept Clearly, deTsing s-potenti4,1 discipline
Problem, etc. ).r Also list any satisfactions you have recefvedufrom teaching
in the last few weeks: These Satisfactions may include a playful moment with'
students-at recess,' seeing a.-Child's eyes light up from, learning soMethipg, or:
-dozene_of oth
pften tnsitory, things that can occur.
a typical school

day. .Avtecbnique torecall sucoesseS and satisfactions that some teachersfind-useful involves4hinking hack, hour by hour, over the teaching day.
After you have sifted through the events of your day's schedule, try to recall
'the-day before, and so on through,:the:paet week or two bfmork. If you have
difficulty recalling yolir successes, perhaps
you have narrowed your field o
a
a
job.
v ision to include only the tension-producing aspects of
Teachers should savor the successes_ and satisfactions' of their. works The
prOcess of savoring is not only eustressful in,itself, but also can help
,immunize a teacher againstsomeof the_ unavoidable stresses of teaching. The
"Successes and Satisfactions" list should help sensitize you to the enjoyable
experiences in teabning; savoring these experiences can be a powerful
preventive strategy against the destructive effects of stress and burnout.
Under the'"Profebsinnal Strengths" heading,,list the:Skilisand-,,
4
characteristics you possessthat cont.ributOt0you r success as aeacher.
Your strengths might 'include patience, creatiVity, gobd,.health,-,And
It may be diffiCOlt at first to identify,the:items on
b_ ganizational-eiklls,
s listi but strive to Opid things,that negate yourydrth, such as:- "My
strengths are nO,big deal because that's what I'm getting paid for;" or "I
don't do anything well-enough to call it a strength." Keep in mind that
Review
duringywr careeinlcu:have,ACquired compet6xac.,.ies-in numerous areas.
some of YpilrearlyMiatakes that no longerOccurbecause you'have increased
If you. have watChed a novice 'student teacher or a parent attempt
your skills.
organize and teach a lesson, you probably realized anew the compleX skills
and knowledge you possess- that are required for effective instruction'
for the person who hesitates to list Stre9gths because it Seems like
bragging, remember that conceit and bragging
fer to an excessive
preoccupation with oneself. A"listing of strengths represents a reali tic
.appraisal of abilities, without which a narrow_ fOcus oftipersonal deficits
often leads to persisteht feelings ordistross.
The authors recommend completing both:the "Successes and Satisfactions"
and "Professional Strehgths" lists with other teachers, and 'using the lists to
When a person has r ad both lists to
stimulate group discussion and support-.
the group, the,other members can'affirt where appropriate t :se events and
characteristics that thp also observed ( "You mentioned tha ,you-a0e creative.
f7.

F

.

i

.

The bulletin boards sthat'you de
a e realry-good...eramples of that'!"), andy have been overlooked ("You didn't
they can add,O,the list items,:th_
mention 'that you have a marvelous sense of humor.
I think your student -are
very`* appreciative of that.").
Each teacher .is enpouraged to. record these
comments and savor the good feelings that,accompany,sincere compliments.

This activity worksbest in a positive atmosphere where hemiliatihg
remarks from oneself and others are discouraged, even in jest, and-where all
A
participants cooperate to make the experienoe supportive for the group.
group of four members can complete the discussion in 10 to 15.minutes.

Blocks to
Despite the bek. t intentions to change individually 8r as part

nstitution, people often resist doing the things that lead tothe
mprovements they'seek. Part df the resistance comes from inertia; it can be
easier to proceed with the status quo than.to'expena energy. on
selfimprovement. Also, goals may be unrealistic -("I'm going to lose 20
pounds in the next week."), or designed to please others even though the goal
,.
itself holds little personal meaning.
Three common blocks to stress management are discussed in this-section.
These blocks should be -kept in ,mina as the reaae'r'considersthe ideas and
suggestions for change that are presented throughout this monograph.
k

Red Pencil Mentality

As-most people TrOgresSed:through school, they undoubtedly received from
with
their 'teachers papes corrected in' r=ed pencil to indicate what was
their work or what needed to be improved.
However, this process focuse
attention on.deficits, or what was missing,-rather than on the positive
constructive aspects, of someone's efforts.
Consequently, as "adults, people
tend to examine newideas,,,,plans, committee reports, etc., through,-ared

pencil filter that looksbnly for the prbblemsOr shortcpmingS'in a prbduct
Instead of saying; "1 like this part of the idea," or "1 can use this piece =of'
the plan," they dismiss a 'proposal or suggestion putright:with little
reflectipp:on how it might be Useful.
Red pencil Mentality views the-glas8 as
half empty rather than half Dull.
When reading the strategies for stress,preventio'hand'managementin the
next chapter, watch for ypur red pencil mentality. The following quebtions
may
Do 1 find myself dismissing- the usepTrelaxation techniques
because L knew someone who tried but quit? AM l reluctant to begin. any
exercisef,program becausejoggOg does not appeal to the? Do I eat pastries for
breakfast and drink too much offee at work?
The authors ask,Only:thatYOu keep your mind open to the concepts and
techniques presented in these pages; you need not agree with them all, but,.you
should consider those suggestions that .are personally relevant to you. 'The
adoptiiift-of only one or two of the ideas could improve your physical health
and increase the satisfaction you receiVe, from teaching:
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,Often it is easier and more satisfying to glom lain: abOut things that
cause stress than to take constructive acti4 -directed at the source of the
stress. For short-term
the .venting Of -feeli gs, through "bitchink" _can
be healthy andtension:, However;, -if the same situation causes problems
for weeks, -months,. or even years, bitching usually serves nofusefur purpose,
.
I
and -contributes
stress of the .complainer and those who, trust listen to
,.
Ahe same did gripes.'
/;.
person ofteriThas little -or no Control over the sburce of the complaints
(eg. the weather), or the person does not care to do anything
about , 'the
a
.
proble ms. In Carefully considering your motives for complaining.? aSk yourSelf
the following questionS: Am I,sincerely intereSted in construct:ive p robleM
solving ? Ain ,I only complaining about stressors dven,whiqh,I pe-reeive having
little control? Does -satisfaction egine from solving a pi-oblern'complaining
about it?
It makes good sense to focus precioUs time and energy on issues where the
investment Will make a positive difference, and to dismiss those situations
aver which one is powerless.

relief.

.to tpe

-

,

Yes

to

Many, people fall. into the "Yes,

but..."

category. These people seek.
advice for their problems, but respond to specific suggestions by saying,
"Yes, that's a good idea, but here are all the reasons why it won't work:"
Sometimes all the options are answered with a "Yes, but...," and the adviser
is left with a hopeless, helpless feeling about the person's predicament, The
individual is' saying the problem has no solution, and that he or she is no
longer responsible for personal feelings: or _behaYior related to the stressor.
A basic premise of effectivestress -management is -that many decisions are
made daily that affect physical and ethotional well-being. Although, there are
many events iti;,*-..fevover which a teacher has. -little or no control's the teacher
can take steps that not only may prevent oertain Stressors from oceurring°
(e.g.
learning classreom mangagement skills),-,Cut also may diminish the
,

harmful effectS

that diStress can' -haVs On his or her health.
Chronic_ "Yes,
" responses tend- to signal an4 unwillingness to accept personal
responsibility for things) one can control. In the long run,will do the
teacher little good to dklare, "I have high blood pressure bedause of my.
principal.- It'll be her fault when I have "a stroke!" A well-timed "Yes,
but.:." may temporarily convince teachers that they are victims of
circumstane;. but it, will not 'increase their 'satisfaction with teaching nor
but .

it

restore their health;

Summary,

This-section has covered stress theory 'methods to identify and, clarify
stressors, restoration of a balanced_ perspective through,examining job-related
successes, satisfactions, and strengths, and considenation of blocks that
often prevent people from integrating stress management techniques into their
life styles,
Emphasis is placed on the need for self-awareness and the

ortance of respect for each

underscore these need

person's

unique personal

*

Once we really understand stress, each of us will.be his'own best
physician, for no one can appreciate our mental health needs better
than ourselves., Everyone mist learn to measure the stress level at
.wtach he personally functions best and then not go either above or
By careful obseevation we can gradually develop an
bel_ow that.
instinctive feeling telling us lhat we are running above or below
corresponds to our own nature.... You must
learn to balance .the'pleasures and stimulation of social
engagements, trips and success41- work -against your requirements for
peace, solitude and serenity. Everybody will arrive at this aim in
a somewhat different manne, always characteristic of his own
individuality. (1979, pp. 96-7)

the stiess 'level that

n

Both the Stress Inventory and the Turtle/Racehorse Continuum are designed to
help develop self-understanding and establish a satisfying. balance of
activities.
The next section offers practical information and suggestions for more
However, these concepts will have little lasting
effective stress. management.
significance unless they become part of a teacher's daily _behavior: The
potency of the ideas is so great that their' regular practice may produce
irrevocable beneficial changes in your health and happinies.

TECHNIQUES FOR MANAGING STRESS

Managing stress involves balancing alljacets of- life--physical'and
emotional health, relationships, work; and personal satisfactions and
disappointments.
There is no.Magic answer to control stress, but certain.
--

-fators-exereise, diet, sleepinterpersonal relationshicis,managing-conflict
and time, and relaxation-can be.controlledby any, individual to a certain
degree. Thesearetdiscussed in this section.

'One, two (puff, pant)' -- Exercise

Teaching, except perhaps physical education, is primarily A.mental
activity: -much'talking, thinking, and standing, but little physical exercise.
Why, then, are teachers .so exhausted at.the end of the school day?Orchestrating instruction for-large numbers of students involves a 'huge
number of psychological interactions, which can include: asking a question,
helping an indiVidual, sending a look to,A misbehaving. child, or calling on
student to recite. -Teachers-may haVe hundreds of these psychological
reactions in just one hour. No wonder they are exhausted at the day's end,but the wrong thing to do is go home and -spend the-evening lying on a couch.
it sounds strange, but a person can have more :energy -after-exernise than
Wore. Physical exercise can renew the body's energy after mental` fatigue.
n -addition to helping-melt away the day's fatigue and frustration, exercise
contributes:to self-esteem, because a-person begins to lbok -better, stand
taller, and feel proud-of the self - discipline needed for a continued exercise
program.' Exercise, too, can reduce anxiety and.relieve mild depression.
Exercising-often encourages adoption of a more healthy life style in general
(It's hard to run after a pack of cigarettes, a huge meal, or several
. drinks.), and people who exercise regularly may double their odds of not
having heart disease.
-In planning a personal exercise program,- consider-the following point
.

!--

Choose an aerobic activity (one.that requires large amounts ofoxygen), such as walking fast, jogging, swimming, bicycling, or,jumping rope.
In his book on aerobic exercise, Kenneth Cooper (1977) outlined how often and
at what pace sPecificactivities need, to be done to be aerobic and have a
rejuvenating. effect. -Thecardiovasuclari system is the 'combination of heart
and lungs that forces okygen to themusclea and brain. Both need large
amounts. of oxygen to function properly.
According to medical doctors,
exercise forces. the body to send larger amounts of oxygen through the body,
quickly and with greater efficiency, which increases the capacity Of the
cardiovascUlar system to-collect and distribute oxygen.
Cooper assigned points to various exercises, ranking their aerobic
capacity from most' to leastbeneficial. It should be noted that his Aerobic's.
Maintenance Program is intended to maintain analreddy properly conditioned
1.
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physique. By his system, running is th6 most aerobic ac ivity, worth 36
points. His renning program is. composed of four 20-minu e stints per week.
Coopir.explained his, poifit system as follows:

Remember the objective of aerobics is to get the required number
points per week; not to exercise in any particular way or at any
particular speed or in.tensity. Accept the fact that your condition
is good even without testing if you are averaging 24 points per week
(women) or .30 points per week (men). The number of weekly points
you earn correlates well with your level of physical fitness.
(p.

131)

Other activities Cooper rated "for the person already conditioned"
include walking, swimming, racquetball et al., and stair climbing (10 average
steps count as one round trip, of which you need se ven per ntiallee,, for 12
minutes, eight times per week for 32 points).
For
2.
Find an activity that you can Ho at least three times a week.
example, cross-country skiing is aerobic, but if it is done only twice a year,
the physical benefit is low.

3. Select an enjoyable activity, something tha
doing and miss if you do not do it.

you will look

forward to

Compete for fun. If you enter a sport with a highly competitive
'atti ude, such as a racquetball match that you must win, you may cause
yourself more tension and stress than you originally had.
4.

Choose an exercise program that is independent of
another person cannot be your excuse for not exercising.
5.

ers so that

6.

Set goals for yourself; They might be, "I'm going to walk two miles
a day five times this, week," or, "I'm going to swim 20 minutes each day before
school." If you tell your goals to supportive friends and request that they
ask you about your accomplishments at the end of he week, that in itself can
be metiVating.
Check with your physician before beginning an exercise program,
especially if you are over 40 or have-had physical problems.1 Your doctor may
prescribe a stress test, which monitors your respiration and heart rates while
you exercise.
Start small. For example, don't try, to run a mile the first day.
Instead, walk for five minutes, run for 30 seconds, then walk another five
minutes, run another 30 seconds, and zoon until you tire; The on Run
Solution (Henderson 1976) describes an excellent program for beginning to run
for exercise,
Don't feel as if you have to begin -pain. There is no rush.
"I'm beginning .today to exercise for the rest of my life."

Think,

Finally, don't wait until after your first heart attack to begin
10.
exercising regularly.

Another Doughnut, Please' - -Diet.

Could this portrait be you? Sharon has been up since 6 a.m., rushing to
get her two'children off to school; straightening-the house,. driving to work,
and preparing her classroom for the day. Because Sharon-wants to lose weight,.
she skipped breakfast, =but by 9 a.m. she is famished. Spying doughnuts in the
teachers' lounge, she gobbles down a chocolate-coated one and drinks two cups
of coffee with sugar. Sharon returns to her classroord feeling energized from
the sugar and caffeine, but by 11 her blood sugar is,crashing. She begins to
feel irritable, shaky, and impatient-with her Students. She counts the
minutes until lunch.
At lunch, she gives up her resolution to have a small salad and downs the
starchy, hot lunch served to the students.
After lunbh Sharon feels bloated'
and guilty for not starting her diet. She begins to feel tired and, listless
Not having much energy for her classes, she wishes the students_ ould just
leave her alone.. At 2 she has a bottle of cola and a cigarett
By 4:30, back home with her children, her blood sugar is dropping again.
She snaps at her youngsters and, feeling guilty, she serves them Kool-Aid and
cookies. She has a couple herself..
4"
At 8, Sharon's husband arrives home late for dinner.
le waiting, she
has burned the meal, she has been unable to condentrate on t e report cardb
she's been trying to mark,'and she has been yelling at the hildren for
bickering. Dinner ietense.
Finally, Sharon crawls into b d feeling unhappy,,
stuffed, and vowing not to eat breakfast.
Could some, of the stress in Shil-On's day have been prevented by a chat
in her diet? Some things to consider are:
1.
Breakfast is themost.iMportant meal of the day. Thd old saying, "Wel
should eat breakfast like a king,Junch like a prince, and dinner like a:
pauper," makes sense. The body needs protein early in the day when it can use'.

the energy; it does not need protein just - before -bed.

Breakfast should contain a protein food, such as eggs, milk, cheese,
meat, fish,-or nuts. Breakfast can be4'planned to fit any life style. For
instance,.if you do not feel.like cooking the traditional, bacon and eggs, a
tuna sandwich or cheese and fruitwith milk are,gocid substitutes.
3,
"Junk food,
such as coffee and doughnuts, can be worse: than eating'
nothing. Consumption of. such foods raises the blood sugar quickly and then
drops it.

4.
When the blood sugar is .low because 'of not eating-or eating sugars
'and starches, a person is moretousceptible to'stress. During these times,
mild irritations may turn, into catastrophes. In.describing these mood
changes, William Dufty:in RugAr'Blues noted:

While the glucose is being absorDed into the blood, we feel up. A
quick pick-up.
However, this surge of mortgaged energy is'succeeded
by the downs, when the bottom drops out of the blood glucose level.
We,are listle9s, tired; it requires effort to move or even think
until the blood glucose level is brought up again.
(1975, p. 47)
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5
Although 'there is some dispute over the best foods to. eat,
general
people would probably be healthier if each day they consumed:
a variety of foods from different food groups
only sufficient calories to meet body needs and desirable weight
less sugar and products made wi
sugar
less salt

more-:fi.esh fruits and vegetable's, and less :frozen and canned foods
more poultry; fish, and legumes (nuts, beans, peas), and less red. meat
more protein by substituting mi.]
(lowfat or buttermilk) for coffee
the largest meal early in the day.

Students' eating habits can be poor, too, f

a: point

teachers should

heed. ° If students are coming to school without breakfast, or with a junk food
breakfast of sugar and stNi es, learning will. be.difficult for them. Also,

hyperactivity in some childre may be increased by their ingestion of sugar
(Smith 1976), or additives,-,colorations, and salicylate,s (Feingold_1974).

Oh, Er a Good Night's Sleep
is there,a difference in how well school goes for you when you've hada
good night's sleep and when you haven't? On a typical day a teacher may be
bothered little by JeSon T.'s third class disturbance, but on a day when the
teacher has too little sleep, he or she may'react with undesirable aggression.
Of course, different people require different amounts of sleep. The
teacher in the next classroom may feel great with five hours of sleep, but you
are exhausted unless you have eight hours. Oftentimes, too, needs for sleep
change. Some people find they sleep more soundly and need sleep les'? when
they exercise regularly. Also, sleeping too much can be a sign of stress if
sleep is .a form of escape.
Sleep: expert Dr. J. Christian Gillin (1980)
offered the following tips for coping with insomnia and other sleep problems:
Make sure that you maintain a regular schedule. Go to bed and get up
at roughly the same time each day. This gets your body into a rhythm..
,kon't nap.

3.. Be aware that

alcohol,

medications,

and coffee can interfere

-ith

your sleep, pattern.
4.
Get, regular exercise every morning and a
night will keep you awake.

ernoon.

Exercising at

5.
Try home remedies, including things like a hot bath or glass of warm
milk, when you can't sleep.
A,glass of Wine might help,, too.

Relax?? But How
"What you need to do is relax," well-meaning friends and relatives may
say, but relaxing is easier said than done. If you have never learned how,
read,on, but remember that trying too hard to relax may be frustrating. This
section offers several techniques, but first a word about attitude.
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Mind over Matter

What people think about and the pictures they put into their minds affect
their feelings and bodies. When -an._ event is perceived as stressful, such as a
phone call from an irate, parent, the body reacts.
The heart rate speeds up,
the eyes dilate, and perspiration increases. The next time a teacher thinks
about the event, the heart rate _may increase again just from thinking about
The teacher may comment, "That parent gives me a headache."
The situation is not that simple. The parent doesn't give you a
headache; it is what you tell yourself about the parent. -If you say to_
yourself, "This is terrible, it is awful that this parent should talk to me
like this.
I can't stand it,'" you can actually cause yourself to have a
headache.
In contrast, if you choose to say to yourself, "Wow, that parent is
really angry, he (or she) must have had a bad day and needed to blow off
steam." With the second set of messages, you are more
feel less
stressed and avoid a headache.
For
The mind has some tontrol over the thoughts that are put into it.

it.

likely to

i.thagine that you are home alone-, your -house is dark, and you decide
to take a shower. As you stand in the shower, what is the one thought you
want to avoid? Many teachers- in our. stress workshops havoaariswered, l'The
movie, Psycho," in which one particular scene can cause the heart to beat
faster and the adrenalin to flow.
In the same manner, calming thoughts and pictures can be .put into the
For
mind. These thoughts can help give a tranquil and relaxed feeling.
;instance, if while standing in the shower you choose to think about lying on a
warm sunny beach listening to a gentle surf, you will have a different feeling
and physical reaction than you will if you think of Psycho. Your muscles will
relax and your breathing and he'art rates will slow.
People do have control over the thoughts they conceive and remember.
Because- feelings are related to thoughts, they also have c._ontr- 1 over their
r- or
feelings; No one else can make a person feel angry,
embarrassed. It is only the personal interpretation of an eventthe
individual's thoughts about a situation--that causes a feeling. For exa le,
e
when the principal walks into a classroom, it is not the principal, but
teacher's thoughts and perceptions on the reasons
cause
anxiety. The teacher whZ thinks negatively, "It will be awful if the
principal doesn't like What I'm teaching," is likely to feel fear, whereas the
teacher who chooses to think positively, "Hmmm,
assume the prime/ 1 is
coming for some helpful purtose until I know otherwise,'" is more likely
feel Calmness. Because people have a large measure of control over thei
feelings,- they, also have control over the physical bodily responses that come
from
from feelings. These include a heightened .blood -pressure that may st
anger, or a quickened pulse that can result from fear. As illustrated here,
thoughts affect a person's physical responses; so, top, physical health
affects moods and emotions.
-

for the visit that

Meditation
During waking hours and when "'dreaming, the mind is'continuously busy with
many thoughts, feelings, and images. With meditation, the mind slows down.
It clears itself of all other thoughts by focusing on a. single word or sou
and repeating it. This mind action slows respiration and heart rate; the b
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experiences rest and restoration that often is more energizing than sleep.
Erroneously, meditation is often perceived `as a mysteriods, religious, Or
strange oriental technique, The image of needing to-,wrap oneself in sheets,P
shave the head; and assume a contorted7position.has kept' many people from
learning to meditate. Actually, meditation is a simple; natural mental
technique that can be learned by anyone. It requites no commitment to
religious or philosophical beliefs, special diets, or chants; Brief
descriptions of five meditation 'techniques follow.

.

Transcendental Meditation. Also known as TM, transcendental meditation
is one of many meditative approaches.
It was developed by Maharishi Mahesh
Yogi and brought to the United States in 1959. In TM °hisses participants are
taught to sit quietly in as relaxed position for two.20-minute periods a day
and silently repeat a mantra (a nonsense word chosen for them). Early studies
(Wallace 1970; Benson 1969) found that during TM oxygen consumption decreased,
heart rate slowed, skin resistance increased, and brain wave patterns changed
significantly. These factors indicated changes toward'calmness, tranquility,
and reduction of-stress.
It was-also. found -( Benson -and Wallace 1972) that
lood lactate levels declined during meditation, which links TM with the
eatment of hypertpnsion, blood pressure, asthma, and cardiovascular dpease.
Frew (1977) studied the) effects of meditation ot workers .anti concluded
at TW ,increases job satisfaction and proddction, improves relationships with
co- workers and the boss, reduces turnover, and lowers the motivation to climb
the business hArarchy.
The Relaxation Response. Whereas t ra
j,
nscendental meditatdrs must pay for
.a TM coUrse to receive their mantra, the technique for the relaxation response
can be learned for free. The practitioner simply repeats a word, such as
"one," over and over again.
Dr. Herbert Benson (1973), 'who developed this
meditation variation, believes that the relaxation response is as effective as
TM.
Benson outlined six steps as follows:
1

Sit quietly in a comfortable position.

2.

-Close your eyes:

Deeply relax all your Muscles, beginning at you_ feet and
progressing up to yourface. Keep -them relaxed.t
4.

Breathe through your nose. Be
e aware of-your breathing. As
you breathe out, say the-Word, ONE, silently to yourself. For
OUT, ONE; IN
example, 'breathe IN
..
OUT, ONE; etc.
Breathe easily and naturally.
.

5.

.

.

Continue for 10 to 20 minutes.
You may open your eyes to check
the time, but do not use an alarm.
When you-finish, sit quidetly
for several minutes, at first with your eyes closed'and later
With your eyes opened. Do not stand up for a few minutes.

Do not worry about whether you are successful in achieving a
deep level of relaxation.
Maintain a passive attitude and
permit relaxation to occur at its own pace. When distracting
thoughts occur, try to ignore them by not dwelling uport them and

e
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4

-

return to repeating ONE. With practice, the response should
come with little effort.
Fr4crtice the technique once or twice
daily,, b-ut not within two h6Urs after any_meal, since the
digestive processes seem to interfere with the elicitation of
the Relaxation Responses
(pp. 114-115)

Progesasive Relaxation. Anc;ther technique, developed some years ago
by. Dr. Edmuind Jacobson (1938), is progressive relaxation. It 3'.s simply- theprocess of tensing aria relaxing_ each 'part of the body consecutively. For
example, sit quietly with your eyes closed and first tense the muscle's in your
feet as tightly 'aA you can and let them slowly
manner
stomach -and buttocks, shoulders and upper body, ar
hands, neck, -face and jaws, the entire body will enjoy% state of relaxation.

relax.- If you coritiug in this

to the legs,

,

**,

AutoAenic Training. Developed by Dr. H.H. Schultz, autogenic training is
self-hypnosii in that t.I;ie practitioner uses imagery and suggested phrases to
tell the mind that the body is becoming quiet, heavy, and warm--a state of
relaxation. A series of suggestive statements, such as the fo
g, can be
read, or. heard to produce a relaxed state:

I feel quiet.

I am beginning to feel quite relaxed.
My feet feel kieavy and relaxed'.
ankles, my Bees and my hips feel, heavy,
comfortable.

relaxed and

My solar plexus, and the whole central portiop of my body, feel
relaxed-and quiet.
My ?lands, my arms and my shoulders feel heavy, relaxed and

comfortable.
My neck, my -jaw's and my forehead feel relaxe. Thy feel
comfortable and smooth.
My whole body feels quiet, heavy, oomfortabfe and

9.
.

relaxtd.

(Continue alone for .a mdnute.)

I am quite relaxed.

My arms and hands are heavy and

12.
13.

I feel quite quiet.
My whole body is relaxed and my hands are warm, relaxed and
warm.

14.

My, hands are war
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15.

Warmth

lowing into my hands,,they are warm, warm.-

an feel the warmth .flowing down my arms into my hands.

hands are warm, relaxed and warm.
'18

*19

Contihue alone for a minute.)
whole body feels

let, comfortable and relaxed.

4.

20.

mind is qUiet.

he surroundings and I feel serene

21,.

I withdraw my thoughts
and still.

22.

My. thoughts are
arse turned inward and I am 'at ease.

23.

Deep'Within my mind).1 canvisualizeand experience myself as
-relaxed,: comfortable and

24.

======_=

=

I am alert, butin°as eaSY, quiet, inwardly turned way.

25.

,My mind is calm and quiff

26.

I feel an inward q'uietne

27.

(Continue alone for a minute..)

28. = (The relaxation and reverie is now_concluded and the whole-body
is reactivated-with a deep breath and the following phrases;
solar
I feel life and energy flowing thrOgh my legs,
plexus, chest, arms and hands, nedk and head...T_e energy makes
b.
(Stretch.)
me feel light and alive.

(These phrases were adapted in 1966 from Autogenic Training and
developed by Elmer and Alyce Green of the Menninger Foundation in
-arch in self-regulation methods.)
Topeka, Kan., for r

Biofeedback. Through-biofeedback person can monitor aspects of the
body of which he o she would not haye been aware otherwise. For example,
most people are no aware of thei blood pressure, but by using a blood
n stress reduction,' biofeedback can-be used
pressure cuff th
can find out.
to instantly monitor the.letiel of r1axation, and thereby to achieve a deeper
state of tranqbality. Alpha brain waves, decreased muscle tension, and skin
temperature (galvanic skin response) can -be measured on biofeedback equipment,
and the'state of relaxation noted for later recall.
Sophisticated biofeedback monitors are small machines, called
thermosters, whiCh sell for $100 to $400. A user'tapes the thermos
connecting wires to the fingertips and relaxes in whatever Way
chosen--meditation, progresbive relaxation, imagining being in a comfortable
slot, autogenic suggestion. Meanwhile, the thermoster measures:hand
temperature and indicates through a:dial and a sound' whether the body is
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beboming more-relaxed or moeete e (hand'temperature increases with
-,telaxation),:Wa_person learns to relax:and-raise the hand temperature on
the-biofeedbaftMOnitorilthat learning can be--- transferred to situations when
the monitor 16 disconnected.
Currently, physicians use biofeedback for patients wig chronic .pain or
psyChiatrIc distress, but.many.,others are, learning to relax with thismethod.
An exciting benefit of biofeedback is the control a person,learnSto have over:
the body as the level of relaxation 'changes?
,
In school settings disc), biofeedback is being tried successfully.

Teachers aresleadineatudents through relaxation exercises before tests, ate
lunch' and recess,-ana,in counseling sessions. At SPeingview Elementary Schoo
in Flushing, MiOlgan,,stadents are Using .biofeedback equipment to learn,to
raise their hand temperatures and thereby increase their levels of relaxation.
If the'students find they can control their hand temperatures, they may,also
begin to exert greater control over their classroom behavior.
Interpersonal Relation

and Conflict Management

Relationships thaf-are filled/with-tension, -conflict, and cold vibrations
can cause distress. The teacher who looks the other way as you pass in the
hall, the principal who never seems pleased with anything you do, or the
student whom you do not like can all contribute to your feelings of stress.
Similarly,fliop recall an argument with your spouse or a confrontation with
your teenage son'or daughter, you will bring that anguish to your classroom.
Relationships-ire what the involved parties make them tube. They can be
improved, as the following ideas suggest:

Open Discus

on

Openly discuss conflicts with the people involved. This is a risky, but
revealing and relieving process.
When possible, choose a time to talk when
both parties are feeling little tension.
You -may.open a conversation with,
"Itssseems like we're not as close as we used to be.
like to talk about
that," or "It seems as if you're angry with me. Did I do something that
bothered you?" Then, listen to the response.
a

Active Listening
.
Practicing new communication techniqUes such as "active listening" may
feelAincomfortable at first; but the effort can be an effective Way towbrk
through conflict. Active listening (Gordon 1974),hastieen used by counselors
and other helping professionals for years.. Through active listening, teachers
can imprOve their relationships with students, co-workers, faMily, and
friends.
To "actively listen," a person needs only to attend carefully to
what a Speaker is saying, arid then simply, Withou.judgment, reflect back 'to
the persop the content or feelings that were expressed. When you reflect back
to the speaker, what you..have heard, you let that person know :that you are,
concerned and listening.
At that point, he or she can make a personal
judgment, such as,;"Yes,: I really did feel
or clarify a point such:as,
"I wasn't feeling ...., it was more like ..." In either case, active
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_

ening serves as
examPle4101

follow (

Vitatiod to the :speaker to tellmore, Observe in the
orah -is able_ ..to ,help Barba, the teacher next door.:

Barba

Deborah, 1 just want, to strangle that Mark.
He ia,alwayainterrupting in class. You
know 1'00 -beeh planning this special
`Today 3 was
lesson pri_death for weeks
talking about my feeling's yhed my father
died, and he was cracking jokes!

Deborah:

That m st hay.e, been -very -disturbing when

you wene-Ct,he

u,ents to take the

diacusaikdd Seriously.

( active - listening)

Barba

yes, it was!
So then I ca Fly asked Mark
g; to the office.
Do you know what he
"You can't make me!'
'Paid
'Paid?

Deborah:

Then you felt like yOu wanted to strangle
him!

('active listening)

Barba a:

I lost my
Right, and I almost did!
omposure, Deborah, I screamed at him
right, in- front of the whole clasp.
I was
He left, but'I was
ranting and raving.
so_ypst afterwards that I couldn't go on
with 4ass. So the other students just
chatted and played around for the rest of
feel so -embarrasSed.
the class period,
I-am still shaking.'

Deborah:

Wow-, 'Barbara, that must have
been
,
upsetting fOr you. .(active
terribly upsetting
listening)
I don't know if it b0111P you
feel-anY, better, bOt I had a similar
blowup with Jon last week.

Barbara ;

You did? You always seem ao oalm.
helps to-know I'm not the only-one'.

Deborah:

You're not.

Barbara:

I don't ,know what to do nOw.'

I've
ought about just not saying anything tin
Iasi about this' incident tomorrow, but

think I would feel like I was jUstAgnoring
the problem.
Deborah:

You're not sure what you want t'o
Uh huh.
do? ( active ve listenitng)
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Ba baea:

I'm thihkingabout going down to the office:
now and,talkid$: to Mark.
I'M_ hoping we can
str
ten7tAiithing out;
at sounds &Cod-.
It may be that if you
are honest in telling him how you feel',
he:may be able to evaluate his behavior,
too.

Barbara:
i

Maybe, I don't know.

I've.been,thinking,

top, that'-tamorrow-I wpuld like to telt].

the class that,l'aM sorry I became so
enraged.

Deborah:

It might give them .a chance to see
that you are human, too.

Barbara:

I feel so much bettor, Deborah.
Thanks for listening;

Deborah:

I'llwantto'knoW how-things go' with
Mark and the-class; Please tell me
tomorrow, DK?

'--Barbara:' Okay;

See you tomorrow at lunch.

Deborah did not give Barbara any answers; she did not solve the Problem
Howevee, she was there listening, providing support, and helping
Barbara feel-less alone. .That.can bq a help in coping with stressful
:situations.
As you think about your own relatipnShipL.ask-yourself:, Do, I have
,people, in my, personal Old professional lives to whom I can.talk after,a hard
day, or when trying-to make a difficult decision? If no,. you may want-to
seek out some.people with ,whom you would like to develop that kind of
relationship. The other side of the coin is that people are counting .on you
for her.

to provide support for 'them.

Thomas Gordon, in Teacher Effectiveness TralaIng'(1974)suggested that 4
listdner oftan confronts another Person by criticizing, ridiculing, prqachingt
diagnosing, advising, using sarcasm, etc. These responses hurt people's
self-esteem, and block further discussibn about Mein concerns. Most
confrontati9 0sgare
fOrmaof-"You ought to know better," "You're acting
like a baby," or "You had better stop that." These are YoU messages:
Instead, Gordon.suggests sending I messages, such as j "I feel angry when you
write on the wall at school"; "It is frustrating to me when the class'is not
listening"; and "I am feeling overburdened by having recess duty every day
this week."
For example, compare the differing results from using You messages'and I
,.messages in the following situation:

mesaes

You
, John:

( student _tapping penc

John:

on desk)

tapping pencil -

.desk),

Miller :(teaOher):

making

(studen

that noise.

at2.11

ohn, ,ptop

It's not hurting

anyone.

John,
having- a hard time
concentrating .©n My work
when .I hear that tapping sound..

6,- Miller- ( teacher) :-

-Joh= (11,. but I'm tapping MY
pencil becauSe I'm bored.'
-

rs. Miller: `John,' you are purposefully t
to disturb the
entire bias
nd you're to step
it right now.
John:

r wasn

,
Miller: Oh, I Iee.
How 'about
if we talk after class' about
ways to make this material
more interesting for you.

oing ankthing.

Mrs. Miller. Yea,, Int were, and if
you do it one more time, you're
really in trouble.
.

In tte first example, the teacher is using a You message to. tell John
there is something ,wrong with what he id doing. John reacts ,with anger
because he feels personally attacked:, productive communication it- blocked. In
contrast, in the I message example, the' teacher takes ownership for the
problem and describes why the situation is- -disturbing to her. She is not
critical' of John; bilt%eimply stating what is bothering her.
Although I messages are inappropriate for use in some situations, Gordon
has' four* that this approech. _ meets three criteria for, effective confrontation:
It alas a 'high probability for promoting a willingness to change: it contains
minimal negative evaluation; and it -,does not injure the relationship.

Self - Awareness

Conflict

lee

In times of 'conflict, certain ways of responding become more prominent
anpycan block a person's relations with others. .Although most people learned
their behavlor patterns in childhood, they can learn 'new responses. Virginia
Satir in 'PeoPlemaking (1972),` identified five ways of interacting.
In reading
these, consicier:the quebtions: Do I recognize any of these styles in my
professional and personal experiences? Is there anything I would like to''t,

change about my cflict responses?
The Placater. Placaters try to_please the other person,by apologizing
and never- disagreeing.
They are' "yes people." They talk as if they and their
needs are uniMportant, These,people never say, "I, want" or "I need."
The Slater.
_perior,ancrsee
,

Blame.rs are feu1t, finders, dictators, __and bossy.

a say

They' act

"If it weren't for- you, everything would be all

ht.. They blame others for their, need8 not being
stress. They often find a "placater" to
e- Computers -.Computers are very correct
and .very reasonable, lacking
.
;any --selance. of feeling.--,.-)They. are calm,' -cool,
collected. Their voices` are
dry and monotonous, and their words tend to `be abstract "Shoxi,lds" are often
.

1

...,
'
used in their conversations.
Tile Distracter. -What distracters do or say is irreleyailt.t.o'what anyone.
else is doing or saying. They never respond to a' point;,,. They say, ,through
.

a-

their, behavior, that the situations of others are uni*ortant.

The Negotiator. Negotiators Say ti-;at* b tb7.your needs and their needs are
important. These people express .their desires and request that others do the powerful direct way o
teracting
same. Theirs

If you recogniie yourself`, in any ór the first four.descriptions,- you may
want to consider beginning to change your ways of responding to-conflict.

Taking a class in assertiveness training to learn to express wants directly

may -be helpful.

YOu may also want to read Satir's l'eopiaijEcin- to develop

greater insight into the self-awarenese styles and to learn ways of changing
them.

Numerous other self--help books have been written- on assertiveness,

styles, too.

Time Management

Often teachers complein that not having enough time to do everything they

.went is a cause of stress. There never seek's to, be enough time to give,
'individual attention, to the studentS,-- to couplete the wandatory forms, to,get

to the bottom tifr, the papers to be elieCked, to be with one's own children.
A fresh way of 'looking at this monster "time" is tothink right now of
One thing you do riCA have time-tosdo. Finish this sentence aloud now: "I
don't have time to
For example, "I don't have time to write letters."
Try It a different way. Use the sate' example, but complete this sentence: "I

choose not to ...." "I chooie not to.write letters." Feels different,
doesn't it?

Two important things to remember arer, that everyone has the same amount'
time, and no %the can do everything. Therefore, each individual needs E:oset;

priorities and choose to ,do the things that are perbonally most important.
For exanple, a person Cannot read every book, travel to every city, nor be
good friends with everyone. It is easy, though;',to slide along doing what
others wou'd have one do, 'what is easiest, or what is habitual. As the saying
goes, "Time is money, " YOU _ can let others spend your time for you,. or you can
spend it yourselfon what,will bring you the most return; the choice is yours.
To help you think abotit what is. -most important for you, try an activity,

from Alan-Lakeirriv,book, How to Get dOntrol. of Your Time ,and Your Life (1973).
On a sheet of paper, under the heading "Lifetime Goa.18," -spend three minutes
to imagine and list anything 'you would like to accomplish in your life. Think.
of goals related to career, leisure, and family. Now take one minute to look
over the list and star the three most important- goals. Write another heading:
"Three Year Goals." Again t take three- minutes to list things you would like
to accomplish and on minute to star the three most important items.' .

:Under the heading "Six Month Goals," write-down the thingb you would do
if you knew you had only,Six months to live (assume that your estate and
accounts are settled). Again, spend three minutes composing the list and
another minute tOatar yOur three most important goals.
The last heading is, "Top Three Lifetime Goals." ,From the nine'items you
have starred, choose three that hold the top priorities in'Your life. As you
look at these three goals, consider what you are doing now to attain them.
After each goal .statement, write'down'one specific thing that you will do in
the -next week to move toward your goals.
With this exercise, Lakein forces people to evaluate . whether their daily
tasks are leading toward their goals.

Time Management for Teachers

The same time management strategies are inappropriate for different-kinds
of work.
The following list describes time-consuming items that specifically
affect teachers and suggests ways to cope with these tasks.

1. :ANever do anything a student can do ust as well. This inOludes
running errands, paperwork, building_ scenery for the play, and orleaning the
classroom. Not only will this save you time, but it is also Iikely'to
contribute:to a student's self-esteem; and when students feel helpfLl,',- hey
perceive ownership and feel pride.

Don't take a ers home.
process of lugging a bag of papers backand forth may contribute to guilt feelings when you don't check them.
Also,
taking work home means taking time away from your family and relaxation.
-

2.

3.
Find alternatives to grading every paperycurself. Ideas that have
workecrfor other teacherainclude having students Check:theirown papers as a
learning experience, having them mark each others' papers, and assigning
competent older students to check and record grades on objective tests. Also,
youcan quickly grade papers yourself as students finish them in class.
you might ask yourself:
Does every paper really need to be,ch ked?'
4.

Try to gE211
hone calls. Often, finding an available phone in the
school is difficult in itself. IF you need to call Jon's Mother about-his
misbehavior, consider calling Fred's parents at the 'Same time-to let them know
how well he did in math. =Also, call the museum about next week's field trip.
5.
Handle each piece of paper only once. For example, if you gb to your
school mailbox tomOrrow'and find a note asking which inaervice:program you
want to attend, your interest in a PTA-dinner, or your vote fOr an education
representative, answer that note immediately. If youtak0 the paper tack-to,
+Ayour deskand'put it doWn, at the end of the day you probably will pick it up
again and pay,1"Oh yes, 'whetwas'this about?" Tomorrow you may do the., same
thing.
Two days later you will be reminded that your response is Amverdue so
you go back to your desk for the note. It takes 10 minutes to shuffle through
your desk topto,find it, and again you will reread it to respond.
This Scene is more efficient if, while standing by the mailbox, you
immediately.jot down the reply and return it to the proper box. The decision
.

is made and you do's'' not have to think about it again.

Make a Do list every day. Leaye:routincitems off your list, but add
those that require speCial attentiOn.::: Writing a-task on paper relieves the
mind of the burden of continually thinking about it.
It also feels good when
6.

an item is completed and crossed.,..04X- the list.

Do the hardest thing early in the day. What a good feeling it is to
7.
know that it is only 9 a.m. and already you have accomplished-a dreaded task..:
8.
Establish routines that students can carry out. Tasks that can be
completed without your direction saves you time and energy. For example, if
students know what is expected of them at the beginning of each day, they can
take attenance, the 1.0nch count, arrange the room,.pass out papers, and -begin
assignments,
thus freeing you to concentrate on other patters.
N
9. jlearn to say no.
Much
paying "no,P or = not right now,
but it is essential.

ime can be saved for high priority items by
to lesser priorities.
It may not be easy,

10'.
Use wait time effectively.- Time:spent in a doctor's waiting room, a
grocery store line, or, at a train crossing can be used for reading, jotting
down ideasi or listing things to do. This time is too valuable to waste.

11.
Become aware of your best internal time.
"Internal time" is
necessary for thinking,. planning, and writing. For many people, this time is
in the morning when they are freshest; for others,, it may be late at night.

12.
Ask yourself: How would- things .be if I did nit do this right now?
If your anawer
"Not pt, bad," you might want to consider doing something
more productive.

Elan something each'week that excites you. Exciting events may
include baking in the Classroom, teaching a new unit, directing a play, or
using computers.
When you gave enth6siasm for the school day, the hours are
mqre likely to pass quickly.
13.

14.
Use break periods to restore energy.
A walk around the school
building, a few minutes with your feet up, a nonschool-related ,Conversation,
with a colleague, or a few minutes alone to read the newspaper Cr do
relaxation exeroises can help you be more productive.

Surma

It is impobsible for one person tO tell another what must be done to
manage stress. ,EVery individual must develop a personal stress management
plan:
.This chapter has introduced management ideas related to exercise,' diet,
sleep, relaxation, relationships, and time. Although there is no single magic
answer to handling life's daily ups and downs, one necessary element for
Control is the desire to do something about the things that can be changed,
and then following through with -,a plan of action.
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OTHER OPTIONS IN STRES

NAGEIENT.

No discussion of stress can conclude without mentioning,' however briefly,
the benefits of support from family and co-workers and the option of changing
careers to reduce distress.
In _addition, this final chapter reviews th'
;'management techniques and suggestions discussed in-the previous pages.

You Are Not Alone
During hundreds of, stress management workshops for, educato
the
authors' observations, discussions, and research have cohlfirmed 'numerous
common stressors among teachers, including lack of-support, strained
interpersonal relations, and floods pf paperwork, discusded earlier.
Convinced that people depend on each other, we set a'
goal.tO help
participants realize that they are not alone with their problem6.
That is,
their peers experience similar situations of on- the -job stress.
We believe
that by talking and listening to one's peers, a person can feel less isolated

and provide mutualsupport,,two actions that in themselveseanrelieve the
physical eff'ects of stress, In both formal and informal peer suppOrt groups,
from happehstance gatherings in the teaChers':lOunge to inservice workshopb
that have been planned for months, teachers can discuss theircommon stressors
and take action as a group to reduce part of the stress in their wortcliveS.
Supportive peer groups also can mean friends who offer help individually
When a person is down, and reinforcement when things go right. For example,
genuine comments such as "Nice job with the school assembly," "That's an
interesting, well-organized lesson plan," and "You have a good rapport with
your studentsift4an make a person's day much brighter;
doing., so, these
kinds of comments also aid in alleviating the harmful effects of diStress.
An
excellent resource for teachers who are thinking of beginning a support group

Stt.Groups: A Manual for Facilitators and Participants by
Kirschenbaum and Glaser (1976).

If All Else Fails, Change Jobs
On the"basis.of your self - analysis,, you may decide that only a change in
jobs can reduce your distress.
HoweVer, before you turn in your letter of
resignation, you may want to investigate ways to make changes within
education. The'following suggestions Are offered for guidance:

Investigate flexible work schedules.
Part-time employment,
sabbaticals, child care leaves, teacher exchanges, and temporary project
reassignments can all provide rejuvenation. Some school districts have
adopted a year-round school concept called "45-15," which provides for 15 days
of vacation for every 45, worked.

5

Look into the possibility ofarLeducationjOb'other than glassro6m
With minimal additional,training, yoU may qUalify for a position as
a. counselor, reading specialist, administrator, or consultant.
2.

3.
Consider .witchingtO a new teaching poSition by changing grades,
schools, or subject areas. At first glance, the idea may appear.to_be a
stress inducer,: but remember that not all stress-is bad. -A new teaching .
position may provide the motivation and excitement needed to prevent.burnout.

4.
Learn sof,:ething- new.' Attend workbhops and college classes, traveli
reed, and explore. interests,; because the new things you learn may lead. to job
opportunities as well--aa provide Immediate- stimulation..
5.
Explore Career4Poutside of education. Many teachers are attending'
"Alternative, Careers for Teachers" workshOps (SRarks and Allen 1980).- At
these sessions, Participants are helped to adapt their teaching -skills-for use
in business, management, and other professions.- they also learn change
strategies from former teachers who have made the transition..
6.
Consult'reference books.
If you consider changing careers, but are
unsure of the next step, several books may be helpful.
What Color is Your
Parachute? (Bolles-1972) and The Three Boxes of Life (Bolles T4faT are
examples.

Seek career counseling available through university career planning
centers and most university counseling departments,
You may find useful
materials at the counseling department at your dist-ict's'high,bchoOl.
8.

Talk to family, friends, and people with jobs similar to your
Networka'onpeople are common sources of job information.

interests.

Summary

This monograph has mentioned such areas as diet, exercise, sleep,
relaxation, time management, and conflictmanagement, all of which are aspects
of life over which, an individual can exert some control to prevent and cope
with stress
In a'ddition, it has been found through stress management
workshops.that educators can often be the best resources for each other.
We
would like to share from these; workshops_ some other ways teachers have used to
cope with stress:
yoga
prayer
private counseling
assertiveness training ,.

a wart bath
,listening to music
reading fiction for fun
cooking.and housework
taking a walk
laughing at a silly television program
sex

finding
writing
playing
talking

a quiet spot in the school to be alone
in a journal
sports and.games
to friendp

flow experiences -- activities in which we can

immerse ourselves so deeply that afterwards we tnder "Wow,
didn't even realize..tWo hours went by!" (Furlong 1976)
Regardless ofhwhat you do, if you want to make lasting changes in
reducing stress for yourself, choose activities that are acceptable and
exciting to you.
For instance, if you decide to play tennis three mornings a
week no matter what, but you abhor tennis, dislike getting up in the morning,
and don't like the person with whom you play, your stress reducing technique
more than likely will increase your distress. However, you may find that you
enjoy another physical activity.
To move from reading about stress reduction to integrating the strategies
into your life may require changing behavior patterns and ways of; thinking_
that were acquired in Childhood.
The authors suggest that you not try to
change everything at once, but choose one or two goals for yourself, and write
them down or tell a friend. Then decide the first steps toward your goals and,
begin.
For exaimple, if you decide to take up jogging, your long-range goal
might be, "I would like to jog two miles a day." However, it would be both
unrealistic and dangerous for an beginning exerciser to run two miles the
first time out.
Initial steps might include: "Tonight l will walk for a half
hour." "Tomorrow on my half-hour walk I will run for 30 seconds every. five
minutes," or "Tomorrow I will buy running shoes." Also, by writing down your
goals, you can chart your own progress, and telling them to a friend will
provide added incentive.
The authors acknowledge that changing your life style may be the most
difficult thing you ever do, but the payoffs' C11 be tremendous. An obvious
reward may be greater longevity, but also the quality of your work and
personal life, your energy level, and'zest for living, as well as inner peace
and tranquility may all be affected by Your decision and'action to redUce
distress. Finally, your students will reap the benefits of not having a
burned-out teacher.
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